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XL - STAGE - MODUL

For the better Show.
Complete: On an area of more than 30 square metres, the XL-Stage Module 
provides you with the complete technique, e.g. for an open-air event, speeches or 
product presentations.

Open: Both side walls and the rear side can be opened.

Technique: Our professional cross-head system for light- and sound engineering 
and other devices is fastened parallel to the side walls.

Stable: A loading board for lifting up to 2 tons, enables the highlighting presentation 
also of heavy exhibits. Plug-in safety rods serve to enlarge the stage.

Equipment: We are able to offer the complete stage technique such as public-
address system, microphone system and illumination.

Practical: Like in all the other modules, the interior is matched in yellow and blue 
colours. An individual coloration is possible. The floor is lined with channeled plate 
of aluminium.

Comfort: A fixed work illumination in the roof area and a ventilation unit provide 
optimum conditions.

Access: Two variable stair systems on rolls provide an unimpeded access to the 
stage.

Control: Optionally, the module can be equipped with a Europe-wide locating 
system, so that you are permanently able to check the current location.

Visualization: Nearly the entire module can be used as an advertising medium. 
With the digital-print special foil it is possible to advertise for your company even 
when travelling.

Flags: In an often unintelligible environment at fairs, two up to 7-metre high flagstaffs 
provide a clear orientation.

Colour: The basic colour of the module is silver-metal (RAL MAN 9036) – 
supplemented by your own advertisement on the outer surfaces.

Dimensions: Length: approx. 7.45 metres (this length is variable) – Width: approx. 
2.55 metres, with stairs approx. 3.50 metres – Height: 4 metres.

Installation Time: Normally, the installation time is between 25 and 50 minutes.

Stand-by: For several operations – even at different locations – we offer favourable 
stand-by rents for your individually equipped module. This solution enables fast and 
reasonably-priced operations at any time.

Term of Rent: The minimum rental period is one day. For a longer term of rent at 
a fixed location without towing vehicle, we offer favourable conditions.

World-Wide: On principle, our modules are employable throughout Europe. For 
operations outside Europe, please ask for individual offers.

Light Weight: Several small modules can be moved easier as compared to the large 
systems, and take into consideration the weight limits at many well-frequented 
places.

Combination: We dispose of several modules which altogether provide a useful 
area of more than 170 square metres. They can be combined without any 
restrictions, and can be installed in T-, L- ore U- shape.

Transport: Upon request, your exhibits and goods can be carried along in a 
transport module which is installed on the towing vehicle (approx. 10 cubic metres).

Decoration: We dispose of a large stock of fixed and variable furnishing- and 
decoration objects witch we provide you with upon request.

Service: In cooperation with the advertising division and agencies, we offer compre-
hensive assistance, e.g. when searching for a location, with the catering or the hostess 
service.

Audio: In the ceiling area there is a powerful audio unit for your music- or language 
applications. Upon request, an exterior connection is provided for.

Video: The application of a beamer for data- or video presentations has been 
prepared.

Energy Supply: A current distribution with an exterior connection of 400 Volt 
(32A/CEE) and/or 230 Volt enables a flexible application. Upon request, there is also 
the possibility of a self-supporting supply via an electric generator.


